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Larceny

19-29102

Ocean Crest Dr

Stolen
vehicleRecovered

19-29094

Cypress Point Pkwy

Baker Act

19-29098

Sea Trl

Morgan Lynch advised that an unknown person stole her red iPhone X
while she was at work.
SJSO contacted FCSO and advised a stolen vehicle from Indiana (Indiana
case #19-00607) had just passed through their county on US 1, headed
south bound towards Flagler County. The occupant S1 was ordered out of
the vehicle, and taken into custody without incident.
Adult Female placed under a BA and transported to SMA in Daytona.

Baker Act

19-29119

Wellwood Ln

Juvenile placed under baker act and transported to CTTU for transport.

Suspicious
Incident
Overdose

19-29074

Zoffer Ct

Possible sex offense. Call Still Active

19-29135

Front St.

Missing
PersonJuvenile
Missing
PersonJuvenile

19-29076

Belle Terre Pkwy

19-29131

Pine Crest Ln

Battery

CR 205

19-29089

Male called and advised he came to the residence to see his friend. Upon
arrival, two females were unresponsive on the floor of an upstairs
bedroom. Both females were given Narcan and then transported to
Advent Health. Opioid Questionnaire completed and email sent to SIU.
RP advised his 14 YOA son texted him after school and advised he was not
coming home because he was upset over family issues. RP stated
Jeremiah has run away in the past, but always returns a short time later.
RP advised her 14 YOA daughter did not return home from Buddy Taylor
Middle School today. She advised her daughter, M1, was last seen after
school with her boyfriend, M2 (see above missing person case). RP
advised she has no reason to believe M1 is in danger, and she has no
physical or mental incapacities.
RP advise that his daughter was battered by unknown subjects after she
got off the bus this afternoon, but did not report it. Carlos did not call in
and numerous attempts to make contact with them during the shift was
met with negative results.
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